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Well, no matter what else happens tonight it's a good night for me. I can finally put to rest
the recurring nightmares I've had about forgetting to show up and all those other weird 
dreams that you have when you're wanting to do something really important. No matter 
what happens from here on out tonight, it's been a good night for me because I'm here 
where I'm supposed to be at the time that I'm supposed to be as we consider the great 
divine attribute of divine omniscience. 

The Library of Congress is the largest library in the world. It has nearly 145 million items
in its inventory, including 33 million items of printed material, and 6 million sheets of 
music on about 745 miles of book shelves. That distance would almost get you to Grand 
Junction, Colorado from here. Imagine that you walked into the Library of Congress in 
Washington, DC and in one great act of mental comprehension instantly knew everything
that was contained within every book and every sheet of music, even though you had 
never seen them before. That's impossible, right? That's impossible act and the 
subsequent knowledge that it would generate in your mind would not begin to compare to
the glory of the omniscience of the living God and I'm going to show you that this 
evening.

Omniscience means that God is all-knowing. He knows everything. God knows himself 
which is the greatest matter of omniscience. He knows all things possible and actual. God
has always been fully and simultaneously conscious of the past, the present and the 
future. Because God is omniscient and because he has always been omniscient, he has 
never learned anything because he has always known everything. God will never forget 
anything because he will always know everything. There is no possible way to plumb the 
depths of the divine mind.

What we're going to do this evening, I'm going to structure this message around two main
points. Looking at Matthew 6 as our starting point, I invite you to turn to Matthew 6, to a 
familiar passage that leads into a familiar practice, all that is premised on the omniscience
of God. Our first point this evening, followed by several subpoints, we're going to 
consider the high reality of God's omniscience. I want to show you the omniscience of 
God in detail because it's when you consider it in detail that you really start to feel the 
power of it, you really start to sense the greatness of the majesty of the all-knowing God.
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Matthew 6:5. Jesus is teaching in his Sermon on the Mount, the opening discourse in 
Matthew's Gospel recording the major teaching of Jesus, and he is teaching on what it 
means to live a righteous life after you have repented. He is teaching about the blessings 
that God disposes upon his disciples, and here in the core of the Sermon on the Mount, he
turns to the matter of prayer and he talks in great significance about the omniscience of 
God. Matthew 6:5, Jesus says,

5 When you pray, you are not to be like the hypocrites; for they love to 
stand and pray in the synagogues and on the street corners so that they 
may be seen by men. Truly I say to you, they have their reward in full. 6 
But you, when you pray, go into your inner room, close your door and 
pray to your Father who is in secret, and your Father who sees what is 
done in secret will reward you. 7 And when you are praying, do not use 
meaningless repetition as the Gentiles do, for they suppose that they will 
be heard for their many words. 8 So do not be like them; for your Father 
knows what you need before you ask Him.

Before you say a word in prayer, God already knows it all. Even though you are where no
one else can see, God sees in secret. This whole passage which leads into Jesus' teaching 
on prayer is premised on the omniscience of God. He sees in secret. He knows what you 
need before you ask him and I would venture to say that most of you that have been 
Christians for any length of time at all, have read through this passage numerous times. 
You go through those words and you can blow through those words so quickly. Your 
Father sees in secret. Your Father knows what you need before you ask him. And in the 
hurry of meeting our Bible reading schedule, we blow right past one of the most amazing 
realities that we could ever come into contact with. 

So what I want to do before we move on to where Jesus leads into after saying these 
things about the omniscience of God, I want to pause the progress in the text for just a bit 
and take you into some of the different elements of God's omniscience because the power
of the doctrine is seen when you examine it in its details. So there are going to be five 
little subpoints here that we're going to go through very quickly, but the high reality of 
God's omniscience is seen, first of all, in the reality that God knows himself. If you're 
taking notes, this is the first subpoint here: God knows himself. Now, that may seem self-
evident but it's an amazing truth. God is an eternal being without beginning and without 
end. He is omnipotent. He is able to carry out his will no matter what. He is omnipresent. 
He is a being who has no limits and he knows his own infinity to perfection. The 
knowledge of God surrounds his own infinite being. 

1 Corinthians 2:10 and 11. You don't need to turn there. I'll just read it for us. "For to us 
God revealed them through the Spirit; for the Spirit searches all things, even the depths of
God. For who among men knows the thoughts of a man except the spirit of the man 
which is in him? Even so the thoughts of God no one knows except the Spirit of God." 
This God whom Isaiah 55 says, "My thoughts are higher than your thoughts and My 
ways are higher than your ways," this God who obviously understands his own thinking 
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process, this is the God of whom it is said, "The thoughts of God, no one knows except 
the Spirit of God." God knows things about plumbing the depths of his essence that we 
cannot begin to approach and understand, and it would be too holy for us to walk in that 
ground anyway. God knows himself. 

Secondly, God knows his own creation. God knows his creation. The Bible says that God
created the heavens and the earth, you know that, and here in this church, we believe that 
he did it in six literal 24 hour days and we believe that without apology. And as the 
Creator of heaven and earth, he knows his creation in detail. 

Psalm 50. There are so many places that you could go here but I'm just going to go to one
or two passages. Psalm 50:10 and 11 where it says, "every beast of the forest is Mine, 
The cattle on a thousand hills. I know every bird of the mountains, And everything that 
moves in the field is Mine." I know every bird of the mountains. They can't estimate the 
number of birds that are on the face of the earth. They conjecture maybe 10 billion. Ten  
billion birds that God knows to perfection. In fact, Jesus said that a sparrow doesn't fall to
the ground apart from your heavenly Father. 

Elsewhere, Psalm 147:4 says, I was pleased that we sung about this just a little bit earlier,
Psalm 147:4 says, "He counts the number of the stars; He gives names to all of them." 
That may not seem quite so impressive in the diminished nighttime sky of Los Angeles 
county, but if you've ever been where it's really dark at nighttime and you look up and 
you see the kaleidoscope of infinity sparkling before you and realize that each one of 
those twinkling stars God knows by name, you start to be humbled by the greatness of the
omniscience of God because he knows his own creation. He knows the sea and all that is 
in it. The dark swirling mass of the depth of the ocean is open and laid bare before him. 
Hebrews 4:13 says there is no creature hidden from his sight. He knows his creation.

Thirdly, God knows man. God knows man. He knows the physical component of man in 
perfect detail. Matthew 10:30 says the very hairs of your head are all numbered. 
Sometimes I like to say for some of you he doesn't have to count as long as he does for 
the rest of us. The very hairs of your head are all numbered. The exquisite level of detail 
to which God knows men and knows you is unspeakably great. He knows the days that 
were ordained for you before there was a one of them. He knows the measure of your 
life. 

Psalm 139, you can turn there if you'd like. You can always turn wherever you want to. 
I'm not trying to exercise a real harsh discipleship on you here tonight. Psalm 139:1 
through 4, a classic text on the omniscience of God. "O LORD, You have searched me 
and known me. You know when I sit down and when I rise up; You understand my 
thought from afar. You scrutinize my path and my lying down, And are intimately 
acquainted with all my ways. Even before there is a word on my tongue, Behold, O 
LORD, You know it all." When I first read that as a brand-new Christian, I wondered for 
a moment, "What if I talked really fast, could I get ahead of him?" Look at that and think 
about it. Verse 4, "Even before there is a word on my tongue, Behold, O LORD, You 
know it all." He knows what you are presently thinking and he knows where your 
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thoughts are going to go. Every hair, then, every thought of 6 billion living people on the 
face of the earth fully known to the living God, including yours.

Fourthly, God knows what is possible that never happens. God knows what is possible 
that never happens. We won't spend but a moment here but God knows potential matters 
that will never come to pass. In Matthew 11:23, Jesus said, "And you, Capernaum," 
speaking to that city, "you will not be exalted to heaven, will you? You will descend to 
Hades; for if the miracles had occurred in Sodom which occurred in you, it would have 
remained to this day." Looking back to the destruction of the city of Sodom in the book 
of Genesis which actually was destroyed and which did not see the miracles which 
Capernaum saw when Jesus took his earthly ministry there, Jesus said, "If what you had 
seen today had occurred back then, if it had but it didn't, and they had seen them, those 
people would still be here to this day." Alternate reality, if you want to put it that way. 
Jesus says, "If something different had happened back in the past, something different 
would have occurred. I know," Jesus says, "because I know all things that are possible. I 
know what would have happened if history had unfolded differently." 

This is really startling. This is very sobering to think about. I mean, honestly, if you knew
the full contents of the Library of Congress, you would be the greatest celebrity on the 
face of the earth, and if you did know the full contents of the Library of Congress, you 
would not have enough information to have a starting point to plumb the depths of the 
omniscience of God because the Library of Congress can't tell you the essence of God, 
the Library of Congress can't tell you the billion thoughts that are going on in 6 billion 
people at any given time, the Library of Congress can't give you a GPS reading on where 
10 billion birds on the face of the earth are at any given moment, the Library of Congress 
can't tell you the number of hairs on someone's head but God knows that perfectly.

And there's one more aspect of it that makes it even more awe-inspiring, this fifth aspect, 
this fifth subpoint of the high reality of the omniscience of God that could never be found
in the Library of Congress or in any other place on the face of the earth: it's that God 
knows the future. God knows the future as plainly as he knows the present and he knows 
the past. He knows the future because he has determined the future.

Turn to the book of Isaiah with me for just a couple of minutes here, Isaiah 42. We'll just 
look at a couple of passages. Each of these points would deserve their own 45 minute 
sermon and so I recognize the brief and superficial treatment we're giving this here 
tonight, but my desire is really just to point you in a direction, kind of give you a vista of 
the mountain range grandeur of the omniscience of God and hopefully in what is to come,
help you reflect upon it in a way that will be spiritually productive for you. Isaiah 42, 
versus 8 and 9. God says, "I am the LORD, that is My name; I will not give My glory to 
another, Nor My praise to graven images. Behold, the former things have come to pass, 
Now I declare new things." He's looking forward to the future and he says, "Before they 
spring forth I proclaim them to you." Before the future unfolds, I'll tell you what's going 
to happen.
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Isaiah 46:9 and 10, actually let's begin in verse 8 just for the sake of context. "Remember 
this, and be assured; Recall it to mind, you transgressors. Remember the former things 
long past, For I am God, and there is no other; I am God, and there is no one like Me,  
Declaring the end from the beginning, And from ancient times things which have not 
been done, Saying, 'My purpose will be established, And I will accomplish all My good 
pleasure.'" He declares the end from the beginning. Before it happens, he knows it and 
declares it, not because he's a good guesser, because he has determined it and he knows 
it. God directs all things to accomplish his predetermined will, Ephesians 1:11. That is 
the sovereignty of God and his omniscience provides the basis of knowledge from which 
his sovereignty operates. He decreed it in eternity past and in the subsequent generations, 
his providence has governed and directed all that happens in order to fulfill his 
predetermined purpose. He's a great God and we really don't have the vocabulary to 
properly describe the glory that is due to his name.

Now, this causes a theological problem that I want to pause for a moment and try to 
address with you here this evening. On every attribute of God when you start to think 
deeply about it, it leads you into deep waters that are difficult to swim because it goes 
beyond our full capacity to understand, but wouldn't you expect that? If God is great and 
there is no one like him, if his greatness surpasses all that we could understand, wouldn't 
you expect to come to things that are difficult to understand? I mean, I wouldn't want a 
God that I could fully understand. We worship someone who is greater than us and 
therefore, as Isaiah 55 says, we go back there again, his thoughts aren't our thoughts, his 
ways are higher than our ways. That's what we expect to find. Well, this matter of God's 
omniscience, his certain knowledge of the future, causes some people to ask questions 
along this vein and it's a legitimate question to ask: if God knows everything that will 
happen and thus the future is certain to occur, doesn't that make man something like a 
robot? What about the free will of man if God knows the future and it's certain to occur? 
Well, that's a difficult question. Let's get some perspective by quickly looking at some of 
the scriptural accounts that talk about the crucifixion of Christ. That's going to give us a 
little bit of perspective on this question.

Turn to the book of Acts, Acts 2. We'll go through this far more quickly than it deserves. 
Acts 2:23 and also in Acts 4. Acts 2:23, Peter preaching after the resurrection speaking to
the men of Israel, speaking to them about Jesus the Nazarene, verse 22, "a man attested to
you by God with miracles and wonders and signs which God performed through Him in 
your midst, this Man," verse 23, "delivered over by the predetermined plan and 
foreknowledge of God, you nailed to a cross by the hands of godless men and put Him to 
death." The certain foreknowledge of God, the certain predetermination of God to have 
Christ crucified, godless men acting on their own sinful impulses carried out and put him 
to death.

Chapter 4, verse 27 and 28, "truly in this city there were gathered together against Your 
holy servant Jesus, whom You anointed, both Herod and Pontius Pilate, along with the 
Gentiles and the peoples of Israel," look at this, "to do whatever Your hand and Your 
purpose predestined to occur." 
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Jesus speaking of Judas in Mark 14:21 said, "the Son of Man is to go just as it is written 
of Him," this is determined that this would happen, Jesus said. "It is time for me to go 
just as it is written, but woe to that man by whom the Son of Man is betrayed! It would 
have been good for that man if he had not been born." And side-by-side you see the 
predetermined plan of God with the self-conscious, self-willed, sinful choices of men to 
crucify Christ. 

God knew that Christ would be crucified because he appointed it to happen before the 
beginning of time. It was certain to occur. It never could have been any other way. That's 
from his perspective. From the perspective of man in the context of time, those men 
chose to crucify Christ based on the impulses of their own sinful hearts. God did not 
force them to act against their will. They did what they wanted to do but as they did, God 
accomplished his predetermined plan through their willing sinful choices. In the language
of Genesis 50:20, they meant it for evil but God meant it for good.

That's an illustration of the overall problem of the intersection of God's omniscience with 
the so-called free will of man. What do we make of that? Well, let's put it this way, let's 
define things negatively. Man does not have a free will if by that you mean that he can 
act independently of the influence and purposes of God. Man does not have a free will if 
by that you mean he can somehow frustrate God's purposes with his actions. That's just 
not true. Man is not sovereign. This is a starting point of true knowledge. Man is not 
sovereign, God is. Or in the more colloquial term, the beginning point of knowledge is 
that there is a God and you are not he. But you and I, individual men and women and 
children, we do make willing choices that reflect our own desires. We see something that 
we want and we go and we pursue it without a sense of external compulsion from God as 
if we were being forced to do something against our will. You know, like you go to a 
restaurant and you say, "Boy, I really want chicken but I've got to have the lasagna. I'm 
compelled to have the lasagna even though I really want the chicken." It doesn't work that
way and you know intuitively by experience that's not the way it works. 

Theologian Robert Raymond summarizes this issue this way, he says, "Men normally can
choose and act as they wish which means that as long as their acts are expressions of 
what they want to do, then we should consider their acts to be free even if what they do is
in some way predetermined by God." Joseph spoke of this when his brothers sinned so 
greatly against him and sold him into slavery. Ultimately he said, "You sold me into 
slavery but God brought me here to preserve the nation." Of course it's difficult to 
understand. Of course it's difficult for our finite sinful minds to get our arms around the 
intersection of unlimited omniscience and the actions of men in time, but the Bible gives 
us enough understanding that we can see the idea that is behind it even if we don't 
understand it fully. 

The high reality of God's omniscience: he knows himself, he knows his creation, he 
knows you perfectly for better or for worse. He knows what is possible and he knows the 
future to perfection. Of course he knows the future to perfection, that's the ground of 
biblical prophecy. God can speak about what will happen because he knows, it's a present
reality in his mind. He's fully conscious of the future. That's why we say God's 
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knowledge is infinitely greater than anything you can find in the Library of Congress, 
even if you knew it all. And what is more, what is more, he didn't acquire knowledge 
from someone's books and teaching. He had no counselor. He had no one that ever 
instructed him and told him something that he didn't know before. From all of eternity, he
knew all of this. What is the greatness of his majesty, I ask you? Is there no end to the 
greatness of his knowledge? Actually, no, there is not. There is not at all. Psalm 147:5 
says, "Great is our Lord and abundant in strength; His understanding is infinite." And it is
to that kind of omniscience that Jesus was appealing and directing his hearers' attentions 
to when he was teaching in Matthew 6. 

Turn back there with me, if you will. Matthew 6. What does this mean for your life is 
really the question that we're at now? What does this mean? Does this have any relevance
to the way that you live and to the way that you think and to the depths of your heart 
affections? Or is this just some abstract theological construct that we're entertaining 
ourselves with tonight? Brothers and sisters in Christ, I can tell you from the bottom of 
my heart, I'm not trying to entertain you tonight with these things. I want you to see the 
greatness of God's omniscience but I'm also deeply concerned for you to see what this 
means for your life and I believe that's what Jesus leads into where we left off in Matthew
6. 

The second major point for tonight: the humble response to God's omniscience. The 
humble response to God's omniscience. In a very inadequate and brief way, we've looked 
at some different aspects of God's omniscience, the question is what does that mean? 
How do you respond to that? Well, that is precisely the point that Jesus goes to in the 
passage that we are looking at.

Look back at Matthew 6:8, we'll pick it up there again. God's omniscience should have a 
defining impact on the core of your character. Verse 8, "So do not be like them," like 
those Gentiles who babble and say the same things over and over again, meaningless 
repetition. He says, "Don't be like them for your Father knows what you need before you 
ask Him." He's put the omniscience of God on the table. That's the issue of the moment at
this point in the great Sermon on the Mount. He knows what you need before you ask 
him. Remember that when you pray, remember that when you think about God, that you 
are contemplating an omniscient being.

Look at verse 9, one of the most important words in understanding the Lord's prayer, as it
is sometimes called the disciples prayer as it is more commonly known in this church, 

9 Pray, then, in this way: 

Look at that word "then." Then, it's the Greek inferential particle "oun." That's as 
technical as I'm going to get, o-u-n, if you were transliterate it. "Pray, then, in this way." 
Calling it an inferential particle is a fancy way of saying that what's about to come shows 
what ought to be done by reason of what has just been said. Jesus has been teaching on 
the omniscience of God, calling attention saying, "Your Father knows what you need 
before you ask him, therefore," in construction terms you could say he's making a bridge 
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now from verse 8 to the Lord's prayer that follows, this is the connection that you are to 
make. 

The pattern for prayer that you are so familiar with, you must understand that it flows 
from a knowledge and understanding of God's omniscience. And keep this in mind: 
throughout this whole passage, really, the first 18 verses of chapter 6, Jesus has been 
condemning the sin of hypocrisy and showing how his disciples should be different from 
the hypocrisy that they were used to as they lived amongst the Pharisees and so he is 
condemning hypocrisy and then he goes into teach about prayer, understand then that the 
prayer that he's teaching here in verses 9 through 13 is supposed to be and must be and he
commands it to be, the sincere reflection of the deepest affections of your heart. This is 
not simply words that you repeat over and over. You understand that. But understand that
this is more than just categories of prayer as well. It is that but it is so much more. Jesus 
is telling you what your prayers should look like and in so doing he is showing you what 
should be flowing out of your heart as you speak to God. He is explaining and showing 
forth prayer and it gives us a window into what your heart should look like in response to 
divine omniscience.

Now, one more difficult side question for just a moment. This will help some of you, I 
think, and then we'll go through the prayer very quickly. Perhaps a more common 
question as you think about omniscience and the one about the future and how that relates
to the will of man and one that's more practical for those of us in this room: why do we 
bother to pray if God already knows everything? If he is omniscient, why do we pray? 
What is the point of that? He knows the future, he knows what I'm thinking. You said 
earlier, preacher, that he knew what I was going to say before there was a word on my 
tongue so what is the point of this exercise we call prayer? 

Well, I want to give you three quick points to help you think through that. First of all, just
keeping it in the context here of Matthew 6, look at verse 9. Go ahead and put your eyes 
right there on the page. Jesus says, "Pray, then, in this way," present imperative. Jesus 
commands you to pray. That's why you pray. You pray because Jesus commands you to 
pray. If there was no other reason, if Jesus said do this, you would do it because he is 
Lord and Master and you are glad to obey the one who saved your soul by sacrificing his 
life on the cross. 

Number one: we pray because Jesus commands it, but secondly, there is more than that. 
If it was just a bare command without understanding, it wouldn't be too motivating. 
Secondly, we pray because God uses prayer to bless his people. God uses prayer to bless 
his people. Think about farming. God provides the increase of the crop. We would all say
that and affirm that, but the means by which God supplies that crop is the planting and 
the harvesting that the farmers do. They plant, they harvest, they get the crop. God's 
blessing of the crop isn't apart from the actions of farming. In the spiritual realm, Romans
10 says, reflecting on the reality of God's election of some to salvation, says how are they
going to hear if they don't have a preacher? The fact that God has appointed the ends that 
he's going to accomplish doesn't mean that he doesn't use means to accomplish that goal. 
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He provides crops as farmers do their job. He brings people to Christ as you and I preach 
the Gospel to them.

So it is in prayer. God gives in response to our asking. He uses that means to achieve his 
end and to display his work to his people. James 4:2 couldn't be any clearer about it, 
"You don't have because you don't ask. You don't receive because you ask for selfish 
things." Yes, we pray because Jesus commanded it and and we pray because this is how 
God blesses this people but there is another reason to pray. You see, prayer isn't about, 
you know, if my arm is God's, it's your desires and it's not about trying to pull God over 
to you and what your will is, prayer is designed to change you. You see, you are prone to 
wander away from God. You are prone not to worship him as you should. You are prone 
to doubt him. You are prone to sin and self-confidence and all that flows from that. True 
prayer as Jesus teaches us here in Matthew 6, moves you down the line of sanctification 
as you respond to God's character and specifically as you respond to his omniscience, and
we'll see that in just a moment. But understand, beloved, that God's omniscience does not
make your prayers meaningless, his omniscience is the ground of what makes them 
fruitful. His omniscience is the basis for a close walk with him and we see that in the six 
elements of a humble response to divine omniscience that we're going to see right here in 
this passage. We're going to go through these very quickly here.

First of all, how do you respond to an omniscient God? How do you respond to a God 
who knows the past, present and future, a God who knows your every thought, who 
knows what you going to say before you say it? In light of everything that we've said 
about the omniscience of God here this evening, how do you respond to that? First of all, 
you respond with profound reverence. In light of God's surpassing great knowledge of all 
things, you should worship him because he is so obviously and infinitely a greater being 
than you are.

Look at verse 9, "Pray, then, in this way," pray then based on his omniscience, pray like 
this. Pray sincerely, pray from the depths of your heart like this, 

Our Father who is in heaven, Hallowed be Your name. 

"All of the greatness of your character, O God, I magnify it and I pray that you would 
exalt it still more." Profound reverence is the first response. It's a vertical response where 
you consciously understand and recognize the greatness of his omniscience and you bow 
before it.

Secondly, put it this way: kingdom preference. Kingdom preference. As I go along a little
further in life, it's been 17 years since I first came to Grace Community Church with a 
wife and three kids and now it's a wife and six kids, including two adults amongst those 
kids, and you go along and you feel this way too, you just start to realize that this world 
isn't all that it's made out to be. Even the best of joys and successes are prone to fade and 
tragedy intervenes and sickness comes unexpectedly, it comes too early and you say, 
"Man, this just kind of, even the best stuff here rots. It fades." When you are mindful of 
the omniscience of God and what he has planned for the future, you prefer the coming 
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righteous reign of Jesus Christ to the world order in which you now live. You step back 
and I'm not going to step back here, you know why. Boy, I was tempted there for just a 
moment and then I looked over my shoulder and said, "That ain't good." You step back 
mentally speaking, and you contemplate the greatness of the omniscience of God and 
combine it with his righteousness and his faithfulness as our high school pastor taught us 
this morning, and all these other great attributes and you say, "You know, what would 
really be great would be to be under his righteous rule instead of the corruption of this 
world." And you prefer that and your desires long for that which is promised but is not 
yet realized.

Look at verse 10, 

10 Your kingdom come. 

"Lord, here I am walking in this earth, Lord, I've got it pretty good but compared to what 
is going to come, Lord, I prefer your kingdom over anything this world has to offer. So 
God, send Christ back soon. Don't delay. Start the unfolding of what still remains in your 
prophetic timetable. God, because I know as you rule with omniscience over this world 
and as you usher in ultimately the eternal state, that is going to be so great that I want that
more than anything here on earth!" It's a kingdom preference that God's omniscience 
leads you to.

Thirdly, humble obedience. Humble obedience. Look at verse 10 again, 

Your will be done, On earth as it is in heaven.

If God knows everything about your life inside and out, past, present and future, and 
especially if you say that you love him, that you know Christ and you love him, then in 
light of his omniscience you should obey him and prefer his will to your own. Both his 
moral will, what he requires out of your life, and you prefer his will in the unfolding of 
his providence to what you would have chosen if you were in charge. "Your will be done,
O God. I humbly obey you because I recognize the superiority of your knowledge and 
wisdom to my own, and so I bend my heart and my will to you and ask you to reign 
supreme."

Fourthly, we have talked of profound reverence, kingdom preference, humble obedience, 
fourthly, physical dependence. Look at verse 11, 

11 Give us this day our daily bread. 

God knows your needs. Jesus just said that, verse 8. He knows what you need before you 
ask him. Verse 11, "Give us this day our daily bread," more than physical bread, a 
shorthand reference to all of the necessities of life. And get this, what this is talking about
is you ask him for this even when you've got food in the cupboard. You honor his 
omniscience by consciously depending on him. You remember the words of James that 
says, "You don't know what your life is going to be like tomorrow. God, you know the 
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future but I don't and so I depend on you by asking you to give me what I need." And you
sacrifice your pride before the greatness of God's omniscience and say, "I cannot sustain 
my own life. I don't know how to sustain life, Lord, and I don't have the capacity to bring 
about what I want, the healing to my loved ones, the financial need when I have no work.
All of those things and 10,000 like them." You depend on God and honor his 
omniscience, "Give us this day our daily bread."

Fifthly, honest repentance. Honest repentance. You realize that God is omniscient and so 
you give up the game of trying to hide and cover ups and you confess them rather than 
hiding them. Look at verse 12, 

12 And forgive us our debts, as we also have forgiven our debtors. 

And what is good about that, his omniscience means that he sees your love as you are 
confessing those sins even though the external evidence of your love might be lacking. 
Remember when Jesus questioned Peter's love three times in John 21, "Peter, do you love
me? Do you love me? Do you love me?" The third time, Peter humbled himself and said, 
"Lord," what? "You know all things. You know that I love you. I know, Lord, I know I 
just denied you three times to save my skin and I know there is not much evidence of it 
but, Lord, I appeal to your omniscience. You know all things. You know that I love you."
So if you are repenting of sin even now, take heart. God sees the love of Christ in your 
heart even if your life hasn't really been a stellar reflection of loving him. He accepts your
repentance because he sees it and knows it and you can trust him to see the love that 
motivates your confession.

Lastly, spiritual dependence. This is number six. Verse 13,

13 And do not lead us into temptation, but deliver us from evil. For Yours 
is the kingdom and the power and the glory forever. Amen.

God rules over the spiritual world, all the principalities, all the demons, all that stuff. God
knows how they operate and even more, or in addition to I should say, God knows your 
weaknesses, your sinful habits, what you are prone to, and he knows, he knows, beloved, 
he knows how to guide you through that spiritual minefield so that you don't step on 
something and blow yourself up and so you should depend on him to keep you from evil 
and ask him, "God, it's so important for me to live a life in light of your omniscience that 
is pleasing to you, that's so important that I ask you to help me do that because there are 
unseen forces at work and I live in this hostile world environment and I myself am so 
sinful. God, please do not lead me into temptation but deliver me from evil. I ask you, 
Lord, because I know that you are omniscient and I know that you know how to do that 
and Jesus told me to and so on the grounds of his command and on the grounds of your 
promise, I come and ask. I ask, Lord."

So the high reality and the humble response to God's omniscience. His omniscience 
reaches to the four corners of creation and the infinite depths of his own essence. It 
probes the depth of your soul. If you're here tonight and you are not a Christian, 
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understand that God is fully aware of your sin and rebellion and indifference to him and 
he will judge you if you do not repent. It is futile to try to hide. And in his omniscience, 
he can see the great salvation in which the Lord Jesus Christ came to earth, offered his 
life as a sacrifice for sinners just like you, God raised him from the dead and now calls  
sinners to put their faith in Christ for forgiveness. Unsaved friend, I ask you, won't you 
come to Christ tonight? Come tonight. Stop the delay. Stop the games that you thought 
you were successfully playing. God knows. Bow the knee and come to him. I beg you to 
come to Christ.

Fellow Christian, dear Christian, walk out with this thought. Look at verse 9, Jesus says, 
"Pray this way: 'Our Father who is in heaven.'" Our Father. All that we've said, brothers 
and sisters in Christ, all that we've said about God's omniscience, understand something 
remarkable, there is just no end to the greatness of the unfolding of the character of God 
as we talk about these things but understand this: in the greatness of his omniscience, he 
exercises his knowledge toward you as a gracious Father. He loves you and he will guide 
you through all of the stuff of tonight and this week, but even more, even better, even 
better, he will guide you surely, certainly and safely to your heavenly home. Yes, 
beloved, he will save you to the uttermost without fail. So in light of his omniscience, 
isn't it time for you and me, isn't it time for us, time for you to cast aside your spiritual 
mediocrity and get serious about a close and joyful walk with your heavenly Father?

Let's pray.

O Father, the depth of the riches both of your wisdom and your knowledge, how 
unsearchable are your judgments and unfathomable are your ways. Who has known your
mind, O Lord, or who became your counselor? Who first gave to you that it might be 
paid back to him again? Father, in the words of the Apostle Paul, we worship you and 
say from you and through you and to you are all things. To you be the glory forever. 
Amen.

You have been listening to Pastor and Teacher Don Green. For more information about 
the ministry of the Grace Life Pulpit, visit at www.thegracelifepulpit.com. Please note 
law prohibits the unauthorized copying or distributing of this audio file. Requests for 
permission to copy or distribute are made in writing to the Grace Life Pulpit. Copyright 
by Don Green. All rights reserved.
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